
Kia ora koutou katoa.

Thank you for allowing me some time to speak to our petition today.

The petition was started following the rally held recently where a significant number of citizens 
came out into the rain to express concerns about the way consents had been issued to water bottling 
plants. 

As I stated to Iain Maxwell in requesting presentation of this petition even though the wording 
differs, the intent of the petition is the same as the motion proposed by Councillor Peter Bevin. It 
was encouraging to see Iain and Peter working together on wording that was achievable. It was 
unfortunate that the petition was started prior to Councillor Bevin's wording being available. So 
when I read staff's comments on the petition I have ignored paragraphs 11-17 which relate to the 
request for a moratorium.

What I did focus on was the comment that (Para 4) “through collaboration, members of the TANK 
Group have been tasked with providing the Council (via the Regional Planning Committee) with 
consensus recommendations regarding objectives and policies for a regional plan change to the 
RRMP covering the TANK catchments.” After the débâcle that was the Ruataniwha Water Storage 
Stakeholders Group I am confident that there will be more emphasis placed on ensuring consensus 
recommendations which is as it should be. If this does not happen then the TANK Group could also 
be shown to be a sham, which does no good for the reputation of HBRC.

I was also intrigued to read that (Para 8) “one of the principal reasons for the now extended 
timeframes was the TANK Group’s preference to wait for additional science information rather than
make recommendations based on State of the Environment monitoring information up to 2009” 

Excuse my French but this is what pisses people off. One the one hand you set up a group to discuss
the future of the Heretaunga Aquifer, it is delayed, and yet you are seen to be unwilling to place 
consent applications on hold pending completion of the groups work. Why rush? The waters not 
going anywhere.

The challenge that will confront you will be in the next dry spell. When citizens are asked to stop 
watering their gardens or orchards there's a bit of a hoha but there is a recognition that water is a 
commons so playing by the rules is a community good. Will citizens feel the same when they see 
their water being shipped offshore in plastic bottles? I don't think so. Yet again HBRC demonstrated
why saying that “the market will provide and that first come first served” are not in the long term 
interests of Hawkes Bay. 

Staff are fond of hiding behind the RMA and other such rules. Yet an admission is made (Para 18) 
that “Under S88 of the RMA, the consent authority must decide if an adequate assessment of effects
(AEE) has been provided to support the application.  In effect, the Council as consent authority, can 
‘set the bar’ in terms of the amount of the type and detail of information it requires to process the 
consent.” Well here's a solution. Lets set the bar so high new applications become unattractive. 
When TANK is done the bar can always be lowered. Everyone's happy.

When I look at the last major study on the Hetetaunga Aquifer (Heretaunga Plains Groundwater 
Study May 1997) it is obvious that contrary to staff assurances we have an overallocation problem. 
Chapter 6.5 titled Groundwater Balance offers evidence that even my 9 year old son can follow. 



“If the recharge or inflow into a groundwater system from various sources is exactly equal to the 
discharge or the outflow from that system, then the groundwater storage remains constant. If 
recharge exceeds discharge, groundwater storage will also remain constant while the flow of natural
outflows (springs) at the boundary of the unconfined - confined aquifers will increase. If discharge 
is greater than recharge, storage will decrease.” Pretty straight forward really. If we know what's 
going in we know how much we can take out.

It even provides a formula to work this out ∆S = Qr -Qd. It then goes on to fill in the numbers.

Qr  = 187.9 million m3/y
Qd = 185.8 million m3/y
∆S = 2.1 million m3/y

So the last major study on the Hetetaunga Aquifer gave us a whopping 2.1 million m3/y surplus 
each year. And this based on 1994-95 consent figures. How much additional volume has been 
consented since then? 

This is why I find staffs comments in the report on Councillor Peter Bevin's motion unbelievable. 
They make it quite clear that in their view there is nothing wrong. Yet they have not presented any 
evidence to the contrary. If it wasn't an issue why are their water restrictions every time there's a 
drought? This is the perception. 

It is an insult to imagine that citizens concerns around the Aquifer will be placated by improved 
public relations (Para 8). There is a high level of distrust of HBRC in the community around water 
issues. You cannot ignore this. More spin is not going to alleviate this. Any comments made by 
senior staff employed in recent years are subject to scepticism because there is a perception they 
have been asked if they “agree with the RWSS” as part of their employment interviews.

But I will try to end on a positive. I believe Councillor Peter Bevin offers a solution which is 
acceptable to the 871 signatories on this petition. I agree that a moratorium is legally challenging 
but placing a temporary cap on the total amount of water consented to be taken out the Heretaunga 
Aquifer until TANK Group has finished would be a great alternative. You have an number of 
options in front of you. My personal preference would be option 4, only because it would be the 
simplest for the public at large to understand.

HBRC has an opportunity here to demonstrate that they are listening to the concerns of the citizens 
of Hawkes Bay, and are thinking outside the box to come up with solutions. Agreeing with the 
status-quo is not acceptable. You have been offered a win-win solution. I implore you all to be bold 
and show leadership by grabbing this opportunity with both hands. 

E noho rā

 


